CMPH- CWS GROUP BOOKING TOOL
About this Manual


This manual provides overviews and descriptions of the Group Booking routine in the Scheduling
5.6 release.



We suggest that you use the online Help for information about responding to individual prompts, a
glossary of terms, and to take advantage of the hypertext links that indicate related topics.



This manual is current as of the date it was created. For the most up-to-date information about this
application, consult the online Help.
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Overview

This allows users to create Group Appointments and quickly book many patients for a
single or a series of appointments.

The “List” view displays information from existing Group Appointments in a list format.
When you highlight an appointment from this list, more information is listed at the top of
the routine. If a session is below the group minimum for patients, the text will be
displayed in orange and a downward-pointing arrow will be displayed in the Number
column. If the session has more patients than the group maximum, the text will be red
and an upwards-facing arrow will be displayed in the Number column.
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The “Calendar” button displays information from Group Appointments in a calendar view.
Information from the highlighted appointment is displayed at the top of the screen.
Each cell displays information about the group appointments. The Appointment Type is
the first line, followed by the appointment duration The number on the left corresponds
to the number of patients booked for this group appointment. The number on the left of
the slash is the group minimum, and the number on the right is the group maximum. If
there are no minimum and maximum numbers of patient defined in the Appointment
Type dictionaries, only the slash will be displayed.

Like the list view, if a session is below the group minimum for patients, the text will be
displayed in orange If the session has more patients than the group maximum, the text
will be red and an upwards-facing arrow will be displayed in the Number column.
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Create Group

The “Create Group” option enables a user to create a new Group Appointment. The user
must select an appointment type that has the option “Available as Group Appointment?”
set to Yes in the Appointment Type dictionary.
In the Search tab the user must select if the Group Appointment is part of a series of
appointments, or if it is a single appointment. The values for minimum and maximum
number of patients that can attend this appointment defaults from the Appointment
Type Dictionary.
If the user chooses to book a series of appointments, Frequency, Day, Quantity, and
From Date are required fields. The Time and Through Date fields are optional. Using
these fields, the user must specify when the appointments will occur. After clicking the
“Search” button, available time slots for the Group Appointments will appear, based on
the specifications entered. The user may use the “Re-Find Times” button to search again
for times.
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If the user chooses to book a single appointment, they may enter in Earliest Date, Latest
Date, and any day exclusions. After the user clicks the “Find Times” button, available
times for the appointment populates the large grid on the right portion of the screen.

On the “Add Members” page, the user is able to add patients to this Group Appointment.
The first box displays the dates, days of the week, times, resources used, duration, and
location of the Group Appointments. In the numbered “Patient” fields, the user may pull
in existing patients by searching Medical Records, or create new patients. The Group
Appointment may be placed on an existing or new account number. The patient
information will display on the bottom half of the page for the highlighted patient. From
here users may also enter or edit alerts, allergies, view the patient’s next appointments,
view any Critical Care Indicators, and notes.
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On the “Group Notes” page, a user may enter any notes for the Group Appointment.
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Edit Group and Reschedule Series

Using the “Edit Group” button, the user may decide between editing a single
appointment, or if the appointment is part of a series, the user may edit the entire
series. Here, the user may change appointment times, choose different resources for the
appointment, or edit patient data on the Members page.

Using the “Reschd Series” button, users may choose to move a series of appointments
to new dates and times. If a user answers “Y” to the Add Existing Members required
field, all existing patients will be added to the new rescheduled series.
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Add to Series and Duplicate Group

Using the “Add To Series” button, a user may choose to schedule additional
appointments for an existing series.

With the “Duplicate Group” button, users may choose to duplicate a single appointment,
or duplicate a series of appointments. The duplication function will duplicate patients,
and account numbers from the existing Group Appointment.
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View Group and Cancel Group

The “View Group” button allows users to view information for the Group Appointment
without making any edits. This page also displays the audit trail.

Using the “Cancel Group” button, users may cancel the selected group or multiple
groups. A Cancel Reason must be entered. By clicking on the plus sign in the list, a user
may see the patients booked for the appointments.
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Add Member

With the “Add Member” button, users may quickly add patients to a single or multiple
Group Appointments. The patients currently booked for the appointment appear by
clicking the plus sign in the box in bottom of the screen.

Move Member and Remove Member
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The “Move Member” function button allows a user to move a patient from an
appointment they are scheduled for, into an existing Group Appointment. A Cancellation
Reason must be entered for this edit.

The “Remove Member” button allows a user to remove a patient from an appointment
without needing to edit the actual Group Appointment. When a user enters a name at
the Patient field, appointments that the patient is currently scheduled for populates the
lower portion of the screen. A Cancellation Reason must be entered.

